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Hey there, I’m Szonja!
Welcome

I’m your dedicated ally in this
exhilarating roller coaster of personal
and professional growth. My mantra says
that having a job and having a fulfilling
job are not the same. I am here to assist
you in becoming the person who
embodies the latter.

Some say that coaching is about working with people who have
problems. In my view, coaching is about working with people
who want to reconnect with themselves in order to pursue a life
that brings them more joy.

My approach combines coaching and advising. We’ll apply the
former to rediscover certain aspects of your life and we’ll make
use of the latter to translate everything into practice.

Can’t wait to start working
with you!

Szonja

Ready to turn your life upside down - in the best way possible? 



The Process
1 DISCOVERY SESSION
Dive into an enlightening conversation where
we uncover your desires and shape your
personal roadmap to success.

Built upon the discovery session, we will
continue to explore what is needed for your
progress.

2 COACHING SESSION

During this third meeting, we will prepare to
bring our coaching sessions to a close with a
clear conclusion on next steps.

3 COACHING SESSION

Time to implement everything we discussed.
We'll translate the coaching insights into job-
search goals.

4 JOB SEARCHING STRATEGY

We’ll revise your application materials to align
them with your new target job(s) with the help
of a personalised evaluation.

5 PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO

Regular check-ins to monitor your progress,
with adjustments made as needed to keep
you on a dynamic and fruitful path.

FEEDBACK



Weekly 45-minute coaching sessions: Engage in extended
sessions offering profound insights and guidance.

The gamechanger package is a
transformative coaching experience packed
with practical tips for your job searching.
Tailored for those ready to make a
monumental shift, this package offers an
immersive journey with me, encompassing  
personal and professional growth.

Investment: €699.00

The gamechanger
PACKAGE

Bespoke strategy: Receive a customized plan crafted to
catapult you towards success.

VIP support: Experience continuous assistance between
sessions. I'll address your queries via email.

Platinum Professional Portfolio: Enhanced CV & Linkedin
and everything you need to land that job!



Additional Services

Get a one-hour practical
consultation on job search topics.

Career
consultation €99

Practice with a mock interview for
real-world readiness.

Interview
prep €109

Try a one-hour session to see what
we can achieve together.

Coaching
session €119

QUESTIONS? SEND A MESSAGE TO HELLO@SZONJAZSIROS.COM



Frequently Asked
QUESTIONS

What results can I expect from this trajectory?

While individual results may vary, you can anticipate a
clearer vision, actionable strategies, and a supportive
ally to facilitate your growth journey.

Q

A

Will the sessions be in-person or online?

We will conduct everything online via Google Meet. All
you need is privacy and a reliable device to dial in with.

Q

A

What’s the difference between coaching & advisory?

Simply put: coaching is asking questions, while advising
is providing answers. 

Q

A

Can I use my training budget for this?

Certainly! If your employer offers a training budget I can
invoice them without any issue. Please note that the
price will vary.

Q

A



Client Reviews

Lejla Hurić

“I highly recommend Szonja as a career advisor. Her
approachability, generosity, and lovely personality make
her a pleasure to work with. With a wealth of knowledge,
she effortlessly identifies areas for improvement and
provides invaluable advice.”

Sana Syed

“I would recommend Szonja to anyone who
is looking for their next career step/change/
progress. She is the best in the game!” 

Saverio Campanale

“The work I have done with Szonja did
actually bring several benefits to me.
Should you need a personalized, serious,
and to the point advice to boost your
career, you must definitely contact Szonja!”


